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WHEN LAS VEGAS WAS THE CAPITAL OF
NEW MEXICO
By F. S. DONNELL
all the many histories of New Me:xico since it became
a part of the United States, Santa Fe is given as the
only capital and the fact- that, for a short period during the
Civil War, Las Vegas had this honor seems to have been
overlooked.
. In 1861 the Confederate forces captured the southern
part of New Mexico. a,nd held the country as far north· as
Fort Craig, on the Rio Grande, near the town of San Marcial. They felt so sure of their ability to hold this area
that they organized the southern part of New Mexico and
Arizona as the Territory of Arizona, and as such it. was
admitted. to the Confederacy by Act of the Confederate
Congress, passeq January 18th, 1862.
. .In February, 1862, General H. ·H. Sibley, in command
of the Confederate forces with headquarters at Fort Bliss,
EI Paso, planned a campaign to capture the northern part
of the :TerrItory and secure the large amount of supplies
and ammunition which were held in Albuquerque, Santa Fe,
and Fort Union.
Fort Craig was held by a strong force of Union troops
under command of Colonel Canby, and when Sibley reached
there on his march to the north he decided that the fort was
so well guarded that he had no chance to capture it· and,
making a detour, he continued his northern march.. On
February 21st he reached Valverde and found that a strong
force from Fort Craig had arrived there to head him off.
In the. battle which followed both sides suffered heavy
losses. After the battle General Sibley found that he had
only five· days' rations and a limited amount of ammunition left and his only chance was to make a rapid march to
Albuquerque and try to capture this place before the Union
troops could be collected to oppose him.
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On March 2nd Captain Herbert M. Enos, assistant
quartermaster at Albuquerque, hearing that the advance of
the Confederate troops had reached Belen, loaded part of
his supplies in wagons and started them for Santa Fe, setting fire to the storehouses to destroy the balance of his supplies so as to keep them from falling into the hands of the
enemy. The people of the town, however, put out the fires
and a large part of the supplies were saved and taken by
General Sibley when he reached this point.
Having secured all the available stores in and about
Albuquerque and sending Major Charles L. Pyron with his
command to Santa Fe to capture such as might be found
there, General Sibley determined to strike at Fort Union.
If he were successful in capturing this place, he would be
in full control of all New Mexico.
On March 4th MajorJ. L. Donaldson, in cOIhm~md of
the Union army at Santa Fe, loaded 120 wagons with supplies, valued at over $250,000, -and started for Fort Union
which he succeeded in reaching with all his troops and the
supplies.
With no troops, left to p,rotect the capital, Governor
Henry Connelly decided that it was useless to remain there,
so he with his office force joined in the retreat to Fort
Union. On March 11th, writing froni Fort Union to W. H.
Seward, secretary of state at Washington, explaining his
move he says:
On the 4th instant, Major Don~ldson, then commander
of the District of Santa Fe, determined to leave that city
with the small force he had under' his command, say 200
men, and fall back upon this place. It was then said that
the'advanced guard (500 strong) of the enemy had entered
Albuquerque and would proceed immediately to the capital.
His departure became the more necessary in order to escort
and defend a'large amount of Government property then on
the way from Albuquerque and Santa Fe to this place.
The capital having been abandoned by the United
States forces, I came in company with them, and I have
for the present established the Executive Department at
Las Vegas, 30 miles west of this post.
\,
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Colonel Slough, from Denver City, arrived here last
night, with 950 men, who from all accounts can be relied
upon. These, with 300 or 400 that are already here, will
give Colonel Canby a force of 2,000 regular troops; that
is American troops. The militia have all dispersed, and
have gone to prepare their lands for the coming harvest,
and this is by far the be~t use that could be made of them.'
Should the forces at this place unite with Colonel Canby, the enemy will be'driven from the Territory. Should
Colonel Canby be attacked by the enemy and suffer a' defeat, we will then be in a very precarious condition until reinforcements arrive. The whole force from this place, say
1,300 men, will leave in a few days to meet Colonel Canby
should he be on this side or south of Santa Fe.
,I hope my next mail to give you the information that
the enemy are either vanquished in battle or are. in retreat
from the Territory.
'
Colonel Canby for some reason delayed his move from
the safety of Fort Craig and after waiting ten days for
some word from him as to his plans Colonel Slough decided
that the best way to stop the Confederates was to gO',iout and
meet them before they could gather an their strength, capture Las Vegas and then with their full force attack Fort
Uilion, and the next letter from 'Governor C(,---"lly to Secretary Seyvard, written from the Executive Db1- 'tment at
,Las Vegas on March 23rd, reports as follows: \...,
7
Since my last' from Fort Union, dated llth''-inst~~t,
there has occurred nothing indicating a speedy encounter
with the enemy until this time. Today the whole force ·from
Denver City, together with the Territorial forces, numbering 1,400 men in all; will leave this place in the direction ,of
the enemy, but I am informed will go but a short distance
until they receive further communications and orders from
Colonel Canby, who still remains at Fort Craig. These orders are daily expected, and with them a simultaneous
movement of the two forces, so as to reach the position of
the enemy on the same day.
.
There has been some little discord in relation to the
movement now made from Union, in consequence of the
want of orders from Colonel Canby. Major Paul, in command at Union, was of the opinion that the orders of Colonel Canby: were essential to an effectiv.e forward movement
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from Union; whereas Colonel Slough, in command of the
forces from Colorado, was of opinion that an advance of a
day or more march in advance could lead to no evil, and
would curtail the limits of the enemy, and mayhap lead to
the expulsion of the enemy from the capital, now occupied
by about 100 men, with two pieces of artillery. I think this
slight difference' of opinion and movement will lead to no
unfavorable result, as Colonel Siough will advance upon
the road that the enemy will necessarily have to march to
reach Union, should an attempt be made upqn that place
which seems to be the fear entertained by Colonel Paul.
The enemy in force are now occupying a pass in the
mountains east of Albuquerque, some 15 miles, called Carnavel, with a view, doubtless; to prevent the junction of the
commands from Union and Craig,' near which the commands will have to pass in order to form a junction. '
I am sorry to say that the Texans have not behaved
with the moderation that was expected; and that desolation
has marked their progress on the Rio Grande from Craig to
Bernalillo, exactions. and confiscations are of daily occurrence, and the larger portion of those who have anything
to give or to lose are here on this frontier, seeking a refuge
from their rapacity, and have left their houses and contents
a prey to the invaders.
My own house, 90 miles from Santa Fe was despoiled
of its contents, including a valuable stock of goods, together
with everything in the way of subsistence., On. yesterday
there arrived at this place some 20 of our most prosperous
and respectable citizens from the neighborhood of Albuquerque and Bernalillo, who had fled from the exactions of
Sibley; among the number a gentleman of eighty years of
'age, Don Pedro Jose Perea, and his three sons, upon whom
a demand had been made fo'r a large sum of money, which
they had not in their houses, having advanced all their available means to the disbursing officers of the Government but
a short time before. The threat of personal violence in case
of refusal so alarmed them, that they left their houses and
entire contents at the mercy of the enemy.
In Governor Connelly's next letter to Seward, also written from the Executive Department, Las Vegas, on March
30th, he gives the first news from the battle at Glorieta
which halted the advance. of the Confederates, saved Las
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Vegas from capture and ended the efforts of the Texans to
control northern New Mexico. In this letter he writes
In my communication of the 23rdinstant I informed
you that Colonel Slough, with the troops from Colorado
Territory, together with the small regular force at Union,
had advanced through this place in the direction of the
enemy. On the 26th the advance guard of our forces, making a reconnaissance and without anticipating any encounter with the enemy, came in contact with his advance guard
of 600 men, neither it would seem,being aware of the presence or near approach of the other.
This took place at the Canon del Apache, the east· end
thereof, on the road to and about 20 miles from Santa Fe.
An action ensued, in which the enemy were entirely routed,
with a loss of 25 or 30 killed and wounded and 62 prisoners.
A flag of truce. was sent in at night by the enemy asking a
suspension of hostilities for the purpose of burying their
dead and taking care of the wounded. The 27th was occu. pied in these acts of humanity. The main body of their
forces being at the canon, only about 7 miles distant, they·
.advanced on the 28th in full force to the attack of ours,
which had all been called to the scene of action.
The engagement commenced at about noon and lasted
until sunset, without any decisive result. The cause of this
indecision as to result was that early in the day Major
Chivington, with 500 men, had been ordered to make a detour in the heights (mesa) and observe the operation of
any forces that might approach in that direction. His position on the table land, and parallel to the whole length of the
canon, gave him a full view, part of the way, of everything
that was in it, and to his joy and surprise when he reached
the lower end of the canon he found the enemy's whole train
parked, together with the mules and horses necessary for
its transportation, guarded by 200 men. The nature of the
country enabled him to approach very near without the observance of the guard. He made a sudden and unexpected
attack upon them, and captured the whole train of 80
wagons, with all the stock except the few upon which some
of the guards made their escape. He also captured 40 pris.,.
oners, and after burning the train, with all its contents of
provisions and ammunition, he returned to the. command
late at night by way of the same table land over which he
had advanced. Our loss in killed, wounded, and missing in
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the two days encounter will reach 150; that of the' enemy
fully double that number.
There were some reports that General Sibley was moving by another road upon Fort Union with the balance of
his forces. It was thought best to fall back to a point at
which he must necessarily pass in order to reach that place.
This was done, and our forces will tomorrow take a position
at Bernal Springs for the purpose indicated.
While this battle was a victory for the Union forces,
they did not take advantage of it and allowed the Confeder.,
ates to fall back to Santa Fe without furth,er fighting, very
much to the disgust of Governor Connelly as shown by his
next letter in which he says:
In my communication of the 30th ultimo I informed
you that our forces had fallen back to Bernal Springs, 20
miles from the place of our late encounter with the enemy.
On the day of their arrival at that place the adjutant-general of Colonel Canby, Lieutenant Nicodemus,. arrived in
camp, bringing news and orders from Colonel Canby. The
first was that he had not on the 25th of March left Fort
Craig, and there orders were for the whole force to fall back
on Union. These orders were obeyed, and 'on the 31st ultimo the troops passed this place en route to Fort Union.
Since the late encounter with the enemy we have had
occasion to learn much more of the particulars and consequences of that engagement than I could write you in my
last. As I had anticipated, they fled in confusion from the
field and returned to Santa Fe, not having on an average
10 rounds of ammunition to the man, the whole of the
ammunition having been destroyed in the train that was
. burned by Major Chivington on the day of the battle. So
it turned out that had our troops advanced the day after
the battle it would have led to the entire capture or dis. persion of the enemy's force in the neighborhood of Santa
Fe.
.
This opportunity has been lost, and we have again to
try the fortunes of another battle. Upon headng of the defeat of the troops l:mder the command of Colonel Scurry and
their retreat to Santa Fe, General Sibley sent a re-inforcement of 500 men from Albuquerque which reached Santa Fe
two days since, together with as much ammunition and
provisions as could be spared fr.-om that quarter.
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On April 9th word was received that the Confederates had e.vacuated Santa Fe and were in full retreat toward
Albuquerque and on the 12th, Colonel Paul, commanding
the Fourth Regiment New· ·Mexico Volunteers, wrote to
Governor Connelly· from Santa Fe, saying:
It affords me great pleasure to inform you that Santa
Fe is now in our possession, and that your Excellency will
hazard nothing by returning to the seat of government and
resuming the duties of your office. Your Excellency will
be glad to know that the Union troops on entering Santa Fe
were received with public demonstrations of joy.
After the battle was over and New Mexico saved to the
Union by the work of the Colorado Volunteers under Colonel
Slough, Colonel Canby finally appeared with his forces
from Fort Craig and in Governor Connelly's last letter to
Seward written from the Executive Department; Las Vegas,
on April 13th, he says:
I have the honor to inform the Department that on the
11th instant Colonel Canby formed a junction with the
command under Ct:llonel Paul at Gallisteo, 15 miles south
of Santa Fe, and"plbceeded by forced marches 0l.l to Albuquerque, at which place the enemy with their entire force
had concentrated. Colonel Canby made a detour by way
of the Canon Carnavel, and came on the east side of the
mountans to the junction at Gallisteo. Today he will arrive
at Albuquerque, and doubtless decide the question of the
occupancy of this Territory by the Texans. It is thought
the Texans are in hasty retreat, and have full three days
march the advantage.. Should that be the case it will not be
easy to overtake them. . Colonel Kit Carson, with his.
entire regiment, and some auxiliary forces, is still at Craig,
and may offer some embarrassment to the safe retreat of
the enemy. The cavalry and means of transportation on
both sides are completely broken down, and neither a retreat nor pursuit can be effected with any degree of
rapidity. I leave tomorrow for Santa Fe.
.
Governor Connelly's next letter to Seward was written
on April 20th from the Executive Department, Santa Fe,
and thus ended the short period in which Las Vegas was
the capital of New Mexico.
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In 1861 General Sibley was very enthusiastic over the
value of New Mexico to the Confederate States, but after
the defeat at Apache Canon and the loss of all he had gained
by his march up the valley he evidently changed his mind,
for in a full report of the campaign made on May 4th, 1862,
to General Cooper at Richmond he says:
It has been almost impossible to procure specie upon
any terms. The ricos or wealthy citizens of New Mexico
had been completely drained by the Feqeral powers, and adhering to them, had become absolute followers of their army
for dear life and their invested dollars. Politically they
have no distinct sentiment or opinion on the vital questions
at issue. Power and interest alone control the expression
of their sympathies. Two noble exceptions to this rule were
found in the brothers Rafael and Manuel Armijo, the wealthiest and most respectable native merchants of New Mexico.On our arrival at. Albuquerque they came forward
boldly and protested their sympathy with the cause, placing their stores, containing goods amounting to $200,000
at the disposal of my troops. When the necessity for evacuating the country became inevitable these two gentlemen
abandoned luxurious homes and well filled storehouses to
join their fate to the Southern Confederacy.
I express the conviction, determined by some expe~
rience, that, except for its political geographic position, the
. Territory of New Mexico is not worth a quarter of the blood
and treasure expended in its conquest. As' a result of the
campaign, from being the worst armed my forces are now
the best armed in the country. We reached this point (EI
Paso) last winter in rags and blanketless. The army is now
well clad. The entire campaign has been prosecuted without a dollar from the quartermaster's department. But I
cannot speak encouragingly for the future, my troops having manifested a dogged, irreconcilable detestation of the
country and the people;1
1. The letters quoted may be found in Vol. IX of the Official Records of the
Civil War. published by the United States Government.

"BIENES CASTRENSES"
(Dictamen of Pedro Galindo Navarro of Dec. 7, 1795 and Ley 5 of the
Nueva Recopiladon Lib .V, Tit. 9, A. D. 1567- Ley 5 Novisima Recopilacion Lib. X, Tit. 4, A. D. 1805)
,

By

PRo VSEVOLOD BASANOFF

5th Law in Book V, Title 9,of the Nueva RecopilaT
ciOn of 1567, reproducing an order of King Henri IV
of Castilla in 1473, sets out definitely a rule which reads as
HE

J

follows:
. . . . mando y ordeno, que todos y qualesquier bienes
castrenses, y oficios del rey y donadios de los que fueran
ganados ... durante el matrimonio ... que sean y finquen de
aquel que los hubo ga'nado, sin que el otro haya parte dellos,
seguen 10 quieran las dichas leyes del Fuero.
In other words "bienes castrenses", as well as property
acquired by offices held from the ki:t:lg and gifts to husband
or wife, are under a special regime. All other kinds of
acquisitions made by one of the spouses during marriage
fall into the mass of common property; meanwhile the
above mentioned kinds of property remain the exclusive
property of the spouse who obtained it. So the property
obtained by members of the' army resulting from their military activities should remain the exclusive property of the
husband to a half of whi~h a surviving wife, the widow, has
no claim as a partner, notwithstanding the fact that such
property, had been acquired during the marriage.
Nevertheless the passage of our dictamen in the year
1795 1 concerning a distribution of the property of deceased
members of the army says: "que el fondo de cien pesos que
si les retiene en caja, sus alcances, y los cortos ,bienes, que
poseen a el tiempo de su faUecimiento, y que la mitad de
toda corresponde a sus viudas por razon de gananciales etc. ;
that is to say, a half of said property is to be transferred
to widows, although the elements of property it mentIons
1. Dictamen of Pedro Galindo Navarro, Auditor de GuelTa, of Dec., 7, 1795.
See my paper in New Mexico Historical Review, July, 1933, vol: VIII, PP. 183-200.
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are all acquired by military activities of the deceased. The
.question arises why the auditor de guerra considers as community property the property of members of the army
acquired by and during their military service. Does it
mean that the old rule of 1473-1567 was no longer in use
at the date of the dictamen in 1795? It does not, because
ten years later it was reproduced exactly in the ley 5 Novisima Recopilaci6n Lib. X, Tit. 4, A. D. 1805.
The dictamen presents, then, a legal interpretation
which is within and not outside of the system Kiven by the
quoted law of the Nueva Recopilaci6n. 2 A historical method
is necessary in Qrder to realize the nature of 'what seems
prima facie to be opposite statements of the dictamen and
of the "Recopilaciones", and consequently the nature of the
rule of "bienes castrenses".
We shall study: I. The origin of bienes castrenses and
of the rule excluding them from the rest of gananciales, i. e.
acquisitions made during marriage. II. The development
of the function of this rule during the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries. III. The,transformation of the nature of
bienes castrenses as well as the function of the rule with
changed political, social, and economic conditions under the
Catholic kings and in the sixteenth century, and the decay
of the function of the rule in later times'.3 Its disappearance
since the reception of the community property in the United
States, in spite of the fact that 'the social and economic con, ditions there presented offer striking analogies with those
of the development of the rule.

...

*

...

The term "bienes castrenses" and the idea of property
obtained during military campaigns as a particular kind of
property, appears in Spain under the enlightened rule of
King Alphonso X el Sabio. It is of Roman origin. It is
2. Thus our dictamen constitutes a precious evidence for the history of bienes
eMtrenses in the Spanish jurisprudence.
3. I shall reproduce the text of the dictamen B1w loco. when studying the XVIlIth
century. The first folios of the Dictamen have been reproduced and analysed in my
paper quoted ,above.
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imported from abroad and is not a revival of Roman law
of early· Visigothi~ age. The evidence thereto is that we
find it in Partida tercera, tit. II, ley 2. And Las Siete Partidas is a Spanish leiislative monument connected· with a
first renaissance of Roman Law in Bologna, a widespread
radiation of which during the twelfth and thirteenth centuries may be observed throughout Europe. Arms of noble
students from all the countries of the old continent still
adorn the walls of some Italian universities. Among them
there are more than one from Spain. Whether it was the
Somma of Azo or a glossary of Accursius that came to Madrid, we do not know exactly. However it may be, Las Siete
Partidas is a splendid monument of the Spanish language,4
but the constant quotations of wise men of antiquity, los
antiguos, as well as many almost literal expositions of titles
of the Corpus Juris, leave no doubt as to their origin. It
is not the Visigothic epitome of the Codex Theodosianus
with Paul's sentences, Gaiu;;;, etc., but most certainly the
Roman Law of Justinian with his "novellae", which is at th~
basis of Alphonso el Sabio's code. 5
The fundamental text concerning the matter is Ley 2,
Tit. II, Part. III, the incipit of which deals with the possibility for a man to· claim in justice a property against
father, grandfather, or other ·person under whosepatria
potestas this man is. The only exception to this rule constitutes property acquired by a "filius" during and by his
military activities or by civil service, as was the case of
the Roman "peculium castrense" during the classical pe:riod, extended (after reforms of Diocletianus and division
of military and civil powers to property acquired by civil
functionaries) under the name of "peculium quasi castrellse". The· only innovation by the enlightened Spanish
ruler was that of prop~rty acquired by such activities as
those of teachers.
4. Cf. LaB Siete PartidaB, prologo of the Real Academia de Historia, pp. xlivxlv, in the edition of Mardid 184.7.
.
5. The code contains as well customary law, and a great deal of canon law.
but the number of rules of Roman law still prevails.
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Tercera Partida. - Titulo II. Ley II.

. . . . Pero razones hi ha por que tambien contra el
abuelo como contra el padre natural en cuyo poderio estodiese, et aun contra aquel que 10 hobiese porfijado podrie el
que estodiese en su poder mover demanda en juicio sobre cosas que fuesen suyas quitamiente, asi como de aquellas ganancias que los caballeros facen de las soldadas que les dan sus
senores por el servicio que dellos resciben, 6 de 10 que ganan
en guerra por razop de su trabajo. Et esto ficieron los antiguos por honra de la caballeria, et porque los homes hobiesen solor de la mantener et de noli olvidar fecho de armas,
entendiendo que sin el precio et la honra que ende han, que
les vienen'dellas pro et-bien. Eso mesmo posieron de 10 que
los maestros ganan en las escuelas por los saberesque maestran a los homes que les facen seer mas entendidos de que
viene grant pro a la tierra: otro tal pussieron de las ganancias que facen los jueces et los escribanos en razon de las sol- '
dadas que ganan en las cortes de los senores, 6 en las cibdades 6 en las ,villas. El bien assi como otorgaron esto a las
ganancias que facen los caballeros por honra dela caballeria
et porque guerran contra los enemigos, otrosi tovieron por
derecho que 10 hobiesen estos oficiales sobredichos, porque
son como guerreros et contralladores a los que embargan la
justicia, que es otra manera de muy grant guerra queusan
loshomes en todo tiempo. •
'

,0

If the idea of bienes castrenses was suggested by
Roman Law; this institution, however, assumed in Spain an
original aspect thanks to a wide interpretation by the legislator, who took into consideration the ,needs of his own
country, and because of the different social and economic
conditions then prevailing in Spain.
King Alphonso did not reproduce literally' the texts
concerning the two Roman "peculii". The above quoted
text bears a strong imprint of the social philosophy of the
legislator, so that quotations of "antiguos" are made rather
to give a stronger argument to his own ideas. The Roman
text serving as a starting-point is often scarcely perceivable
under the abundant details and expressions relating to charaCteristics of the Spanish social life to which the ruler
turns his mind. Such an expression as pro honra de cabal-
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leria reminds us to a great extent tha:t we are in Le6n and
Castilla, and a sentence like "que los maestros ganan en las
escuelas' por los saberes que maestran it los homes que les
facen seer mas entendidos" reveals a policy of favouring
lettrados-a feature of king's personality, rather than a
juridical construction of the Romans, which served as a
point for Alphonso's creation. The term itself of bienes
castrenses is absent in the text.
The only thing manifesting a somewhat artificial fidelity to the rule of "antiguos" is the fact that these two kinds
of property are dealt with in connection with patria potes-tas, whereas. patria potestas in the Roman domestic relations was far different from paternal power in Spain. As
a matter of fact the paternal power in Spain continued not
until the death of the father but until the formation or" a
new family by a son. 6 So that a legal necessity and reason
of the "peculium castrense" was not felt at all with the same
acuteness as it had in the Roman Empire.
Nevertheless there were strong factors in the Spanish
society of that time favorable to the development of a particular regime of the property acquired by military activities. Let us examine the text which will show what ele-"
ments it contains and what are the factors responsible for
the Spanish rule. This Spanish rule is connected" directly
with property relations between husband and wife, and it
appears as such for the first time some years earlier than'
the text on !'peculium castrense" in Las Siete. Partidas,
namely as Ley 2, Tit. II, Lib. III of Fuero Real under the
6. Cf. the disposition of Leyes de Toro, which reproduces this old Spani~h "rule
contrary to the Roman principle of PartUas.
"
Eduardo.de Hinojosa. El Elemento germanico en elDerecho Espafiol. (Madrid
1915), p. 20, Fuero de Teruel (Aragon) of 1176, art. 316 "Filli sint in potestate
parentum, donee ordinentur qui fuerint c1erici et alii contrahunt matrimonium . . .
et usque ad dictum tempus quiequid filii acquisierint . . . sit parentum auorum." The
reason of acquisitions made by a son going to his father is the consortium mentioned
as well in the quoted law of Partida: u por
vive con el de 80 uno." When con.sortium (living together) ends by a son becoming a minister of religion, or by his
marrying, the paternal power ceasp.s. The same may be said as to the responsibility of the father for offenses committed by the son, "Art. 317 of the same Fuero de
TerueI.

que
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same legislator, Alphonso el Sabio. The text is as follows:
. . : . Si el marido alguna cosa ganare de herencia de
Padre 0 de otro ppinquo 0 donacio de senor 0 de Pariete 0
de amigo 0 en hueste en q vay por su soldada de rey 0 de
otro: aya 10 todo quanto ganare por suyo: y si fuere en
hueste sin soldada: a costa de si y de su muger: qnto ganare
desta guisa se del marido y dela muger. Ca assi como la
costa es comunal assi 10 q ganare sea comunal de amos ... 7
Among the' property acquired during marriage, that
acquired by inheritance and gift does not become community property but remains separate property of those who
have so acquired it. Such is the rule maintained in the
states of community property till nowadays from 1255, the
date of our text. But there is ariother provision in the text
which does interest us particularly. I mean the property
acquired by a man when in the army. There is, however, a
distinction as regards the conditions under which such
property is acquired. Not always do things got in the army
become individual property of the husband; but only in case
he is in the army under pay of the king (or another, i. e. his
feudal lord) . If, on the contrary, he is in the army without
pay, at his own and his wife's expense, things got this 'way
become common property.
The juridical reason of the rule in its later acceptation 8 is quite clear. A common element of inheritance, gift,
and' acquisitions by members of the army when paid for a
military service, is that each one of these sources is inde- '
pendent of any economic behaviour of, husband. and wife,
and when there is. such a depenqence in the case of an
engagement in the army at the expense of both, the community naturaI1y will absorb these gananciales.
, The text permits, however, the finding not on'ly of this
juridical reason which is given explicitly but of a social
reason. for the rule, at the time of its origin as well. Let
us insist on the distinction between military acts, por su
soldadd and sin 'soldada at the community expense.
7. Ed. Burgos.' J. de Tunda 1533.
8. And that is why it might pass intact to the Nueva and later on to the Novisima Recopilaci6".

'"
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The term soldada and its origin need to be elucidated. It
should be remembered first of all that at the time we are
writing about, there was no army, in our sense of the word.
.There were men ready for the war, ready at any moment to
come armed; when convoked by the king. These feudos y
retrofeldos (barons and their vassals, ban et arriere b(Ln)
were nobles, dependent on the king and followed ·by their
vassals dependent in their turn on them. So war was a
business of the nobility, and in early times, when the Spanish Christian state was reduced to a small territory in the
north of the peninsula, it was a very difficult one. As early
as the eleventh century, there begin measures of exemptions from taxes and other privileges granted to the military of Castilla for encouraging· them in their activities,
the measures attributed by early historians to Don Sancho,
Count of Castilla. 9 Among these privileges is mentioned a
pay to be made three days after soldiers leave their homes.l°
These "stipendia", according to the expression of Don Rodrigo, cannot be construed at all as a remuneration, on
account of which noblemen take their sword. They wer~
just to meet the cost of living during war time and com- '.:::::::'
pensations for service, otlierwise painful and difficult. Only
later on, at the development of the wars of reconquest, with
large amounts of booty got during military campaigns, the
property acquired through military activity assumes a new
and a more complicated economic, and consequently juri9. E.g., Archbishop Don Rodrigo, De Rebus Hispanw.e, Libr. V, cap. 3:. "Castellanis militibus, qui et tributa solvere et ':"ilitare cum Principe tenebantur contulit
liberates: videlic~t ut neer tributum aliquod teneantur, nec sine stipendiis militare
cogantur" and other historians quoted by Aso and Manuel in the prologo to F"ero
Viejo de CastiUa. they discov~red and published in 1771. pp. 11 sq. As to the generalization and authenticity of Fuero Viejo l. c., IX conclusive criticisms thereof are made
already by Martinez Marina Ensayo Historico-Critico Bobre la legislacion y principales !'uerpos legales de los reinos de Leon y Castilla, Madrid 1834 T. I,p. 154 sqq; cf.
P. Berganza, Antigiiedades Lib IV, cap. XVI n. 127, quoted 1. c. The attribution of
measures to Don Sancho is contested by Martinez Marina 1. c. 157 who connects the
measures regarding privileges of milida y nobleza with Don Sancho el Mayor, King
of Navarra and Count· of Castilla as well. However it may be, the fact of privileges
and exemptions as dated of the eleventh century does not provoke doubts.
10. P. Berganza 1. c. n. 127 "se obligo a pagar sueldo a los soldados. despues de
tres dias que hubic:sen salido de sus casas .. .o'
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dical, aspect. However it maybe we have no evidence, before the Fuero Real that this pay to the nobles for a military
service would not be considered as any other kind of gana~
ciales. But among customs connected with the privileges
granted by Don Sancho elMayor and written in the famous
fuero de Najera, authorized as well in Castilla, and which
extended into the numerous fueros municipales,11 there
is one which seems to me especially important as a germ Of
future development and nature of our provision in the thirteenth century. Namely "el que tuviese caballo y loriga, y
otras armas habidas por donacion del rey, qUfJ los mudiesen
heredar sus hijos y consaguineos." So horse and arms, i. e.
the military equipment of a caballero received by him from
the king, becomes family property, inheritable by children
and relatives of the same blood. No wonder that in time
things acquired when using this implement are considered
exactly the same way, that is to say essentially as a nucleus
of noble family property.
The expression itself "por su soldada del rey 0 de otro"
is very significant indeed. It contains elements of vassal
relationship, and this relationship between the vassal and
his lord is eminently that of nobility. So soldada of our text
is narrowly connected with provisions we find mentioned in
another part of -the same Fuero Real, reproducing now cus~
tomary rules, namely Lib. II, Tit. XIII: De los vassallos, y
de los que les dan los senores. The ley quarta ("como todo
lo que rescibiere ~l cauallero al tiempo de las afmas es suyo
proprio") is conclusive' as to the above construction of the
rule: "Toda cosa que rescibiere el cauallero del senor por
donadio, quier en lorig as , quier e otras armas quier en cauallos,'aya lo todo por suyo e quanto con el gano. ..."
Thus as far as this property is acquired through military actjvities, it is understood to be individual property of
an hidalgo, suyo proprio of the text,-property not mixed
11. Martinez Marina, I. c, 157-158. Unhappily, my bibliography of' Spanish
literature is necessarily limited by what is available here. It .is far from being com·
plete as regards recent publications. This could not affect conclusions concerning
our topic.
.
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with, being different .from· the gananciales of the rest of the
population, which constitute (conforming to a wide-spread
customary law of lueros, reproduced also by the Ley 2, Tit.
III, Lib. III of the Fuero Real) the community property.
Thus at the beginning the rule of "bienes castrenses"
concerns especially caballeros who are in the army por su
soldada de rey 0 de otro. The vassal relationship of fijosdalgo, the particular title of acquisitions similar to the origins of noble family property are responsible f~r·the origin
of our rule.

*

*

*

The social function of this rule during the next two
and a half centuries 12 was closely connected with the evolu-

/

12. The main features of the history of sources should be mentioned. The
Fuero Real was introduced in 125·5 in the cities of Aguilas .de Campoo, Burgos, Sahagun, Niedla, Valladolid, Simancas, Tudela, Soria, Madrid, Segovia; etc. Aitamira
y Crevea, T. II, op. cit. p. 77; cf. Rauchhaupt, Ge8chichte der Spani8chen Gesetze8'
queUen (Heidelberg 1923), p. 98 and pa88im, who thinks Fuero Real was a foral
codification. ·The erroneous character of this conclusion is notic~ by G. S. in his
critical account on Rauchhaupt's· book, Anuario de Hi8toria del Derech~ E8pafiol
(1924) T. 1., p. 461; cf. my note below. The aim .proposed by the legislator--the
unification of the law of ·the country- has been broken against a resistance of the
nobility. Rauchhaupt op. cit., 104, admitting that the reason of this resistance is not
quite clear, tries, however, to explain it, as conditioned by lacks of this code, by the
fact there were quite a few borrowed dispositions, ·~ean.'Vhile the Fuero Viejo de
Castilla was a very comprehensive summary of proved customary rules. The asser·
tion as to the Fuero Viejo at that date, is hardly defendable. Either the author confounds th~ Fuero Viejo with e. g~ Libra de los FueroB de Castiel1a (published since
by M. Galo Sanchez, edition of the Law Faculty of the University of Barcelona, 1924)
which is a compilation of the law of about the middle of the thirteenth century (Galo
Sanchez. Introduction), and which is too a comprehensive summary of proved cus..
tomary rules and fazaiias, where numerous titles concern fijosdalgo (e. g. 169, 171,.
175, 176, 179, 181, 182, 195, etc.) and the nucleus of which was the customary law
of Castilla la V ieja; or he relies upon the data of the editors of the Fuero Viejo as
to its function and date, data contested already by Martinez Marina (I. c. 153 seq.)
and later critics (cf. Altamira y Crevea I. c. 83; and G. S. critical account ·quoted
above p. 462, note on .p. 68 of Rauchhaupt's "Geschichte"). Very probably the
nobility resisted the Fuero Real because different parts of the Code found them·
selves in opposition either to local fuero8 or, sometimes, to usages in practice ju~t
among the nobility,-usages which were not always in accord with the common
rules of fueras, especially as regards domestic and hereditary relations. (Confirma·
cion y adiciones de los antiguos. fueros de Leon y Carrion by Queen Urraca of 1109,
Munoz y Romero, Colecei6n de fueros municipales y cartaa etc. (Madrid 1847), p.
96,-the earliest text I know containing all the elements of community property institution. There are nevertheless evidences of application of Fuero Juzgo visigothic pro-portionate community in later times. in Le6n. Don Rafael· Floranes followed by
Munoz y Romero, 1. c. 97 note, reaches on the ground thereof' an inexact conclu..
sion as to the survivance of the Fuero Juzgo in Le6n until the promulgation of the
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tion of noble property and depends on a particular regime of
the order of succession characteristic of noble families, the
b«;lginning of which coincides chronologically with the creation of our provision. Under Alphonso X, when there is
observable a process of fixation of hereditary titles, this is
accompanied also by grants of entailed estates and the' formation of large estates c~)llcentrated by the way in the
hands of seniors. of the family. So.that we find on one hand
representatives of families by the right of primogeniture
who maintain' the lustre and splendor of family', and who
own all the substance of family property received either by
inheritance or by gift of the king, and on the other hand the
rest of the children, so-called "segundos," who found
themselves in a very inferior economic condition. The latter could but follow an ecclesiastic or military career. 13 Because if there was no regular army there were professional
military men. Alfonso el Sabio was. the king who formulated more clearly than any of his predecessors the claim of
the crown to the control of the army and supreme military
command as an essential attribute of the monarch with legislative and judicial power and coining money.14 So if the
organization of the army remains essentially the same until
the end of the fifteenth century, or more exactly until the
Catholic kings, there appear now new functionaries such'as
caudillos, generals.; adalides 15 a kind of officers of the staff;
13. Cf. Altamira y Crevea, Historia de Espana y de w, civilizaci6n espanow" T.
II, p. 7 and passim. (Organizacion social y politica).
14. Altamira y 'Crevea, op. cit., secti~1). 438 passim and especially p. 35.
15. Cf. glossary to the Fuero sobri el jecko de w,s Cavalgadas, La Real Academia
de Historia, Memorial Hist6rico Espanol, T. 2, p. 499 sub verbo.

Leyes de Toro. ,The question is to be solved otherwise). The Fuero Real according
to the plan of the king should' be imperative everywhere; but the nobility, jealous of
its privileged social situation and liberties, on which particular usages depended, was
opposed to the Code, which had to give up its place in 1272 (according to Rauchhaupt
I. c. 105) to the Fuero Viejo, a statement which seems to me unacceptable taking
int~ account the above considerations. The Fuero Real afterwards remained in force
in the cities and towns subordinated directly to the king, as Leon (cf. above notice
on Queen Urraca's juero of Leon), Sevilla. and interior districts dependent on them.
But it remained there as local jueros were in other places. . The Ordenamiento de
Alcala of 1348 marked a turning point in the authority of the Fuero Real which
passed too into Las LeyeB de Toro promulgated in 1505, and later on to the Nueva
RecopiULci6n.
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quadriUeros,16 charged with the distributing of booty taken
from the enemy; fronteros,military chiefs of frontier de~
bichments; almocatenes,17 captains of infantry, of whom
professional experience is required in accord with the complication and development of military technique. The formation of these offices will be of great interest to the nobility, especially in later times. And as regar.ds segundos of
the noble families, they were natural candidates for these
fu·nctions. These segundos found themselves in the army
necessarily, por su soldada del rey. More than this, the
soldada was for them n'ot a compensation of costs of the
campaign, as, it was in the case of military men of the
eleventh century who received it on the third day after
they left their homes, but it was a regular means of liveli- '
hood. Their situation was particularly interesting. They
had nothing, or almost nothing, from the family property,
and they depended on economic fruits of their professional
activities. This kind of acquisitions r,eplaced to them what
might be inheritable family' property. , That is why it is
dealt with In the text of the Fuero Real on the sam'e lines as
inheritance. 18 On the o~her hand military acquisitions, be16. Glossary, I. c. p. 505, Ley XII, Tit. XXVII, Part II.
17. Glossary, I. c. p. 500, Ley V. Tit. XX, and Part II.
18. It should be noticed that entailed estates, ai the time of the introduction '
of our rule, were rather exceptions as were the cases of scions of great noble
families who might· be obliged to embrace a military career for pay. The germs of
future development were present at that time, but were not sufficient for a formation of usage. This rule must be considered not as the reproduction of a widespread
custom, but as an innovation growing out of various elements of past and present;
and it represents an anticipation, perhaps unconscious, of' a future Bocial development.
The Fuero Real contained, indeed, besides customa~ry !U1es, Borne innovations, .and
the aim of the legislator seems to be not only unification of law but, as well a preparation of the public tor a, vast proj~ct, cherished by the king, of the adoption of
Roman law in L<L8 Siete Partida. (cf. Sanchez Roman, Estudios de Derecho e historia general de la legislaci6n espanola (2d ed. 1899), p. 268; Rauchhaupt, op. cit.,
98 and n. 146). Very probably such difficulties as the Fuero Real met among the
nobilit; were the reason why the king never promulgated the Partida., nor did his
successors, so that only in the fourteenth century did this Code under the rule of
Ordenamiento de Alcala assume the position of a supplementary Code, crowning
other legal sources as an expression of the highest juridical wisdom, which had to be
'consulted as such (cf. a short but masterly sketch of this legislation by' Altamira y
'Crevea, I. c. 78-84.) The rule of the Fuero Real excluding biime. C<L8trense. was just
8 creation in the spirit of upeculium castrense".
That is why we began our study
by the te>:t of Partida•• chronologically a later one, but logically' preceding that of
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ing entirely independent from the economic behaviour of
husband and wife,19 are connected specifically with the person acquiring it, as in the case of gifts. The history of the
social function of "bienes castrenses" under the rule of the'
provision concerning soldada follows, from the time Alphonso el Sabio until the end .of the fifteenth century, the
period of wars of rec.onquest. It is a period of territorial
expansion, and the accumulation of real estate in the hands
of his nobility which playa prominent role in these wars.
All, the elements mentioned above, and present already at
the origin of the legal provision, are now in plain development. The extension of entailed estates is a growing pro,cess Jrom reign to reign. These are granted' as 3; recompense to nobles for their services, and what was rather
exceptional in the thirteenth century assumes an aspect of a
social phenomenon characteristic of the highest social class
of the kingdom, especially from the reign 'of Henry II on. 20
The segundos, who are thus disinherited, are quite numer,ous, and, their natural occupation being military, the rule
becomes for them more important than ever under the dominant regime of noble property.
We should, however, insist on the forms of acquisitions
opened to, military noblemen. Otherwise the provision
would be hardly understandable taking into account a low
economic importance of personal property at this period.
As a matter of fact, only real property wa~ considered then
asa valuable asset, and as a rule only such property con- .
stitutes capital seriously accountable· in the family relations and inheritance, of which it is the main element. The
term' keredat and heredamiento is used in Libro de los
19.

'When common funds are not engaged in military activities, as it is the'
csse of being in the army without pay sine 8oldada~ or of private military enterprises.
20. Altamira y .Crevea, I. c. 7.
Fuero Real. We should, however, insist that in spite of this logical filiation, the
. rule 'of Clbiep.es ,castrenses" h.as nothing to do with the Roman Law. this rule being
dependent on property relations between husband and wife essentially different in
the Spanish Law.
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Fueros de Castiella 21 and in other legal sources of the
Spanish language now as "inheritance", now as "real estate". The personal property is of secondary importance.
In the same Libro de /ueros we find a text which contains
impliCit evidence of this same phenomenon. And what is
especially interesting, it is connected with the regime of
property relations of husband and wife:
'
Tit. 289 :22 Esto es por fuero de, Logronno: que el dia
que fuere el omne con su muger casado aura la meatad de
todo el mueble, el marido de la muger, e la muger del
marido. Et toda cosa que ouyesse cada vno dellos pecha por
su cabo cada vno ante ,que casassen, ambos ados 10 abrian
de pechar por medio. Et depues que fuessen casados otrosi.
Thus the common property is not limited by acquisitions made during coverture, but all the personal property
constitutes community property. Under these conditions
the exclusion of personal property acquired during marriage would be justified only in the case when the amount
of such property was considerable. And as a matter of fact,
the expansion of the reconquest creates wide possibilities.
The most natural one and directly' resulting from a military campaign is .the booty. But there are other forms of
acquisition, indirect ones, as for instance honor or t.ierra,23
which may equally be a form of remuneration for military
activities.
The social function of the provisioIl. of the Fuero Real
was far reaching and important in the formation of the
wealth of nobility. As regards "segundos" of noble families, the gift of the king and the above mentioned forms of
acquisitions are the point of departure of new accumula21. Galo Sanchez (ed. Barcelona 1924». The nucleus of this book of fueros
was the law of Old Castilla of the XlIIth century: and the 'author of this compilation must have accomplished his task a little after the conquest' of Sevilla by Fernando III (1248). The manuscript used by the editor is of the XIVth century, Galo
Sanchez, Introduction p. X and XIII, so these fueros are contemporary with Fuero
Real.
22. p. 166 of above quoted edition.
HonOT is a concession to a nobleman of fiscal rights due, to the king in a
definite place; Tierra, a certain rent from a determined pueblo. Alta~ira y Creve~.

23.

L~L

'
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tions of property, and sometimes with new grants the very
beginning of· new entailed estates. This accumulated wealth
made the noble families keep their prominent social situation after the political one had been long restricted. We
may formulate now the juridical nature of the property
under the rule of the Fuero Real during this period until
the end of the XVth century.24 It is closely connected with
the family regime of the nobles. 'It is individual property
par excellence of the husband, and as such is different from
other kinds of gananciales, but it is at the same time the
property constituting a nucleus of the future family property of a nobleman acquiring it. The evidence of this may
be seen in the rules governing the distribution of spoils
of war. We find in the so-called Fuero sobre el fecho de
las cabalgadas,25 art. XVIII dealing with erechas or indemnizations for wounds etc. received during a cabalgada. Tit.
XVIII, De las feridas que fueren fechaS en los cavalgadas,
commo sean erechadas, after a list of erechas of various
amounts according to different degrees of wounds, deals
with the case of death on the battlefield:
. .. . Et si alguno moriere en la cavalgada, quel den su
parte bien asicommo 0 uno et a otro. Et si non le fallaren
parientes, quel den su parte por amor de Dios.
'
So death on the battlefield does not deprive a fallen
24. The ,law of King Henry IV of Castilla on biene8 cGlltrenses promulgated in
1473, i. e. on the eve of the reign of the Catholic kings with deep social and political
changes which marked the next period,-this law, which we quoted in the beginning of the present paper, is a way-mark for the history of our institution.
25. Publi~hed' by the Real Academie de Historia. Memorial HiBt6rico E8paiiol,
Tom. 2, pp. 437-506 (inexact reference by Rauchhaupt op. cit. 84, n. 106). Full title
is Libro izue el Emperador Carlo8' fizo e orden6 para Tod08 108 Reve8 de lo ChristianidGd 80bre e! !echo de lo8, cabalgadGII. This is an apocryphal compilation attributed
to Charlemagne (Rauchhaupt I. c. n. 106 confounded Charlemagne with 'Emperor
Charles v: "Carlos I (V von Deutschland") ; cf. G. S., critical account of Ann""rio
d. HiBtoria de! Derecho E8panol (1924) p. 462.)
The compiler, in fact borrowed numerous laws from the Fuero o! Alcaraz, which
was the translation of ,Latin !uer08 of Cuenca. translated in their turn from the
!uero granted by Don Alonso II of Arag6n to the city of Ternel in 1176 (Advertencia of editor 441). The manuscript discovered in 1807 in the city of Perpignan by
Fr. Jaime Villanueva by its paleographical characteristics seems to be of the fifteenth
,century (I. c. 439). So military customs of the period interesting us particularly
are reflected in the !uero.
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caballero of his part of the booty. This part is transferred
to his h e i r s . '
.
It is curious enough ·that neither the fundamental text
of Partidas (quoted above), nor the text of Fuero Real uses
the terms of bienes castrenses. The reason of it seems to
be the fact that the center of gravity is on the nobility
which is occupied with military activity and not on the
activity itself. In other words these different forms of remuneration we spoke about, all of which go to noblemen,
are acquired by men not for military activity, but because
the military activity is in their domain. An "honQr" or a
"tierra" are not bienes castrenses indeed, although they are
granted as a remuneration for services made by, and expected eventually from, these warriors who form the nobility of the land. It is quite understandable in a period where
there was no permanent and regular army, and where the
political influence of the nobility was great. It is no wonder consequently that these characteristics are maintained
until the end of the reconquest which coincides with the end
of the political power of the nobility under the Catholic
kings.
.

*

*

:4<

. The policy of the Catholic kings towards the nobility
gave a mortal blow to the organization of the class which
was at the basis of the function of our provision. The concessions granted to the nobility especially at the most difficult moments of anarchy.and weakness of the kings (as
e. g. of their predecessor Henry IV) were revoked. And
after repeated representations of the nobility, the Catholic
kings charged Cardinal Mendoza to investigate los libros de
jurosy mercedes, consultando a los contadores ojiciales of
the time of Henry ltV. The opinion of the cardinal was that
"todos los que tenian pensiones concedidas sin haber prestado ningun servidio correspondiente por su parte, las perdieran enteramente,' que los que habian comprado papel de
renta, devolvieran sus vales, recibiendo el precio que hubiesen dado par ellos,' yque los demas acreediJres, que eran el
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mayor numero, conservaran ,tan solo una Parte de sus pensiones proporcioiwda a los servicios efectivos que hubiesen
prestado al Estado."26
'
The meaning of this measure is not doubtful. From
now on the advantages the noblemen have, are to be corresponding to the effective services they deliver, and not to
the fact that they are expected to serve when need appears.
Even the most important privilege, the immunity from
taxes can be revoked, if a nobleman is not capable to face
his duty. The obligation of personal military service in
Spanish communities of this time was so imperative as regards the nobiiity, that a caballero incapable of furnishing
anTIS and a horse was reduced to the state of pechero,27
that is to say one taxable, a roturier. 28 Consequently the
connection between the nobility as a class which furnishes
military service and the property its representatives acquire
as such, has been broken. And only the property acquired
directly from military activity and connected with a person
serving effectively, be it nobleman or not, is characterized as
a particular kind of property i. e. as bienes castrenses.
The new legal text containing the provision is charac~
teristic in, this sense:
Mando yordeno, que todos y qualesquier bienes castrenses, y oficios q,el rey, y donaq,ios de los que fuemn ganados ... durante el matrimonio ... que sean y finque'n de
quel que los hubo ganado..
'
No more family nor seigneurial relationship is perceivable as regards titles of acquisition mentioned in the text.
There are 'but the king, the state, and the individual who
receives property as an onerous title or as a gratuitous one.
Let us compare the titles of acquisition in the text of
the Fuero Real which we have already examined, and in
this one:
26. Altamira y Crevea, op. cit.• p. 406.
27. Jean H. Mariejol. L' Espagne S0U8 Ferdinand et Isabelle. p. 196, and a chapter consecrated to tlie army. passim. See too Amador de los Rios. Hist. de Madrid. '1'.
II. p. 163.
28. Is not that an inverse situation in comparison with the provision of the
Fuero de Najera etc. on the eve of the wars of reconquest.
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"Herencia", "gift", pay when in the army of' the king
or another; that is to say, a remuneration of vassals.
Here inheritance is not mentioned at all. The first
place is attributed to bienes castrenses, then follow offices of
the king, i. e. bienes quasi castrenses, and then gifts. Nothing which would be connected with the nobility as a social
class nor with family, Only effective service either military, or civiJ.29
Deep political and social changes are perceivable
through the composition of the text.
The organization and recruiting of the army, changed
under the Catholic kings, will assume' a modern. aspect
under their successors, especially' after reforms conceived
and executed by Gonzalo de Ayora and Gonzalo de Cordoba.
The number of permanent troops of the king grows.
Especially im'portant is the Pragmatica of February 22,
1496, of Valladolid, which determines obligatory military
service of all Spaniards from twenty to forty years, among
whom the state would 'recruit one soldier from every dozen
of citizens. 3o They constitute a reserve, and receive pay
when mobilized (acostamientos', milites stipendiarii.)
As to the technica.l side of the army, the Catholic kings
replaced old divisions in batallas by new ones, uniform batallones of 500 troopers each. The importance of this inno~..
vation was far reaching in the same direction. ,Batallas
remained always seigneurial contingencies, of various num~
bers of warriors each, where lords and their vassals constituted heterogeneous military units. From now on the
divisions of the' army b~~ame uniform, and the connection
of military units with ter'ritorial distribution of noble families and their vassals has been broken definitely.
Cordoba's reforms accomplished the transformation of
a feudal army of nobles into a modern army of the state.
We find in the XVIth century capitanias or cmnpaiiias of
29. As to the juri.uical construction of the law: bienes castrenses--offices-gifts,
see below.
30. Mariejol, L c'., p. 200 et seq. (this author mentions the ages from 20 to
45)0; Altamira y Crevea, L c., p. 474.
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500 men each; coronelias or esquadrones composed of
twelve capitanias each. They are uniformly armed, and
what is quite important socially each coronelia of infantry
has 600 horsemen attached to it, and a more comprehensive unit, a brigade, is provided with sixty-four pieces of
artillery.
It is needless' to insist that the composition of the army
was deeply modified by these reforms. Caballeros are distributed throughout the units and lose as such their exclusive position. The army needs men of professional· experience. We know that Italian, German, and Flemish engineers were now employed in the artillery. Cordoba hims~lf
was a military man of the Italian school.
An important new feature of the period· should be
noticed. The wars of reconquest are finished. This is a
period of conquest and expansion. The army needs men,
whether noblemen or not, Spaniards of sangre limpia or
foreign offsprings recruited in the far distant provinces of
the Empire.
This cosmopolitan crowd is organized in capitanias and
coronelias. They are of heterogeneous origin but their common feature is that they are· serving the king and. the
state. They are the mercenary soldiers who follow Charles
V to Flanders, to Italy, to the Netherlands, and to France;
the great captains themselves, like Cortez with his com~
panions atarins, and intrepid adventurers of th~ type of
Francisco Pizarro-all those people of the era of wars, of
discoveries and of conquest, who bring with them, throughout the known and yet unknown world, the name of Spain
and the banner of the Catholic faith. These soldiers of
profession full of faith, of love for adventures and of insatiable avidity for goods of this world, leave their homes and
go out to far countries to satisfy their desire, sometimes of
glory and always of gold. Some of them find death in the
virgin forests of the Amazon or on the hideous altars of
Mexicans. Many return home with bags heavy with booty,
to enjoy a rest well or ill gained. Such are the people
acquiring "los bienes castre.nses".
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This category of.people is numerous enough. They are
interesting for the country not only as a means, of power,
but as a source from which wealth comes. These resources,
however, are extraordinary, they are not of the nature
which the country gets from its industry, commerce, l~md,
by normal processes' of accumulation of wealth; likewise
the activity of these people does not resemble, in this sense,
the activity of other members of society. It develops outside of the common regime of those who remain in Spain
and do business of their ancestors or exploit hereditary
property. It is understandable, then, that "inheritance" is
not mentioned in our text, in spite of the fact that it does·
not become community property.. The fact of being military is not considered here as that of a man who knows how
to use a sword, but is considered as a lucrative business
which is exercised under particular conditions and eminently outside of marital·communion. The product of the
activity of a soldier is indeed essentially personal. It is at
the same time a kind of donum fortunae, as far as it is "beyond regular activity within the society. It is quite understandable, then, why three titles of acquisition are mentioned in our text: bienes castrenses, ofjicios del rey and
donaciones. All these are outside of the regular activity of
the rest of society, all concern strictly a person so acquiring
the property, and all are unrelated to, and consequently disproportioned with, family or personal capital possessed by
the spouse before marriage, consisting of either real or personal property, and only the fruits of which become com",:
mtinity property. It should be noticed that the economic
importance of personal property appear just at this period,
so that accumulation of a movable fortune becomes an im-,
portant economic factor.
Let us see now the social. function of the provision of
the text. It appears as a regulator of property relations be. tween husband and wife, tending to the uniformity of this
relationship within the whole of society, and not as to a
particular social class.
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In the Spanish community property of modern times,
reduced to gananciales, where the fruits of separate property of the spouse become community property, this common property will be in proportion as to the social class and
a wealth of a family. As to the wealthy people the community will be considerable because of the considerable
incomes obtained from separate property. As to the common people, where the community is a result principally of
the personal industry of husband and wife, the community
property will b.e a small one, but it will be always in proportionto the social status of family and to the respective volumes of separate property either of husband or wife or of
both of them. This characteristic, is not without importimce, because it is in functional relation to the economic
nature of the regime of community prc>perty which is supposed to be a product of the common activity of the spouses.
Economically it is a premium of good administration of the
husband, of good housekeeping of the wife, and of a wise
. economy of hoth. So that in the case of the dissolution of
, community ~{ther by the decease or especially by separation
(equivalent there to the divorce), the partition of this
property into two equal parts corresponds, ceteris paribus,
to the feeling of justice.
This 'is not the case of property acquired by the m~ans
" mentioned above. Not only that this property is acquired
exclusively by the activity o,f the husband alone, without
, any form of collaboration of the wife; But this category of
, acquisitions is of a nature tending to break down this proportionate equilibrium of the function of the institution
within and throughout the society. Los bienes castrenses,
side by side .with offices of the king and with gifts, were
apparently prominent sources of a prompt enrichment,
and the, only sources unrelated to a mass of inherited or
otherwise possessed individual property of each spouse.
, In the case of one Cortez or a governor of some island, a
.. fortune acquired by the way constituted his individual
:' property, and the community receiving income from his
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property functioned as a community of other well-to-do'
people, so that the repartition of respective masses of property r:emained throughout the whole society under this rule
equally distributed. There were no rich people with small
common property, or enormous common property, with·
small individual 31 funds. 32
.
When, consequently, this element is lacking, there is no
place for applying the rule of "bienes c'astrenses". This is
true even as to the members of the army, who receive their .
pay and whose property is acquired during and by their military activity.. Such was exactly the case of the Spanish
troops garrisoned in presidios in the Spanish provinces of
the New WOrld. The Dictamen. of Pedro Galindo Navarro
constitutes a precious evidence thereon..
The text follows :33
f. 3, p. 2/Las Compafiias Presidiales y Volantes se hallan/fA, p. 1/ en continua guerra y debiendo ser de sobresaliente calidad, y confianza, se declaran en el art. 5., Tit. o 1. 0
del Reglamento, por Veteranas y del Egercito, y a sus oficiales, sargentos, y cavos seles concede alternativa en todo,
con los delos cuerpos arreglados, y la misma obcion alos
ascensos, honQres, grados, y recompensas, y tambien alOl!!
retiros, quando por sus heridas, achaques, 0 abanzada edad,
no pueden continuar las duras fatigas de este servicio: Por
el articulo 6. 0 del. mismo tit. o se previene que aunque esta
tropa varia dela demas del egercito en su govierno interior,
Prest. Vestuario, Armamento y Montura, en todo 10 perteneciente a la Subordinacion y Leyes penales deve estarse a
31. I use the somewhat vague term of individual property because the ten"
"separate property" does not render the meaning which is contained in the corre..
BPonding term Qf bie7t8 propres. Separate property as a term contains only negative
characteristics of goods as being outside of community, while 'tbiens propres" which
could be translated as inherited property, loses.in its translation the nuance of individual 'property which is eminent 8S to the relationship we are examining, the relationship of husband and wife as owners.
32. This is often the case' in the ·Western States, e. g., in California, because
of the fact that the nature of our text was not taken into consideration, and an anal. ogous provision has not been created. This is not the place to analyse it in detail.
See below.
33. The jJrst folios of the text are reproduced in my paper "Dictamen of Pedro
Galindo Navarro" in the New Mexico Historical Review, July 1933; p. 185 et seq. I
reproduce the text, as there, with the orthography of the ms. The original document is in the Spanish archives (no. 1351) at Santa Fe, New Mexico.
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10 que previenen las Ordenanzas Generales: En el 2 de Tit.
50 se dispone que cada cavo y soldado tenga en caja un caido
de cien pesos,y que a este fin sele bayan reteniendo veinte 6
veinte y cinco anuales, haciendoles ver que esta providencia '
tiene por obgeto el bien de sus familias si falleciesen,y,el
personal suyo, si se retirasen por ancianos imposibilitados,
6 cumplidos: Y ultimamente en el 1 del Tit. o 11 con los justos fines' de que ,a el resguardo delos Presidios bien arreglados/f. 4, p. 2/ se fomenten la PoblacioIi y Comercio en'
los Paises de F'rontera, y se aumente su fuerza con el mayor
numero de abitantes, se mande que no se impida Iii retiaiga
con pretexto alguno' a' las gentes de buena' vida y costumbr'es, avecinaarse y residir' dentro de sus tesintbs ampliandose por alguno de sus lados, quando no bastasen acontener
las familias agregadas, y haciendose la' obr aa quenta del
comun, por redundar en beneficio de todos, 'y que en el repartimiento de tierras y solares se de la preferencia a los
soldados, que huviesen servido los diez afios de' su 'empefio a
los que se huviesen retirado por la ancianidad, 6 achaques,
y a las familias delos que huviesen fallecido entregando entonces a unos y otros sus alcanzes, ye el fondo de cien pesos
que deven tener caidos en caja, para que puedan aviar sus
Labores.
'
Agregando a estas providencias economicas dirigidas a
fomentar la Poblacion en' los Paises de Frontera, la consideracion de que quando toman 'Plaza los soldados delas Compafiias Presidiales y volantes comun, y generalmente son
popres sin caudal, ni bienes algunos, y que a diferencia delas
demas/ f. 5, p.ll Tropas del Egercito se admiten reclutas
casados y solteros, y esto se ben precisados atomar estado,
podra tener quien loscuide y asista; resulta de todo por
consecuencia necesaria, que el fondo de cien pesos que seles
retiene en caja, sus alcances y los cortos' bienes que poseen
a el tiempo de su fallecimiento, son adquiridos durante el
matrimonio y que la mitad de todo corresponde a sus Viudas por razon de gananciales, "exceptuando solamente
aquella porcion 6 parte que los hijos, 6 herederos de sus
diflmtos maridos, justificaren haver lIevado a el matrimonio, 10 que devera reservarseles, como capital que les pertenece. 34 '
0

0

'34. The rest 'of this folio does not interest us now. It concerns the case of
the Puerto of Guaioquilla analyzed in the above quoted paper, and the issuing of
the dictamen by'the Chihuahua' chancery.
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The text scarcely needs a commentary. Some remarks
are, however, to be made as to the details. The flying companies garrisoned in presidios, declares the dictamen, find
themselves in continuous wars. They must be of an ov~r
whelming qqality and character, and as regards' honors,
degrees, and recompenses, they are to be dealt with as regular troops. , So the general provision' on "bienes, castrenses"
concerns these troops as well as other,members of the army,
and the applicability of the rule depends only on its o~n
nature. In other words, the question is, if acquisitions
these men make by virtue of their activity are such as to
break the equilibrium of husband-and-wife property reparitions, and to make the rule work.
The description of' the economic status of troops re,veals that these acquisitions have no such effect. As to the
soldiers, the government is specially concerned with the
question, of economies which would permit their families,
in case they are killed, or themselves, in case of retirement,
to arrange their affairs and organize a decent living. One
hundred pesos of required savings, composed of ,20 or 25
pesos annually retained from their pay, should serve them
as such a guarantee fund. We see that there is no question of a disproportionate enrichment and consequently no
place for the application. of the rule. The period of conquest and expansion finished, the function of the rule is in
decay. Potentially the rule exists, but the cases of its application are exceptional, if they present themselves at all.
A safety valve does not function save in the case of an ex~
cessive pressure. When such is not the case, the valve is
silent.
The characteristics of the activity of these troops is,
too, very different from that of conquistadores of the sixteenth century, in spite of continuous war which requires
the eminent military qualities mentioned at the b'e~nning
of the 4th folio above. A personal initiative so' eminently
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characteristic of captains and their companions 35 of the
period of expansion is lacking, as a rule, among these descendants of Coronados and Guevaras, as far as we may
judge on the ground of the policy mentioned by the auditor.
The social policy pursued by the government was to de.,
velop settlements in these frontier countries. It was, interested in augmenting the population around garrisons and
in encouragfng commerce, no less than in the military safety
of the frontiers, these two factors being two aspects of the
same problem. A curious provision is mentioned as to the
"repartition of lands and lots between warriors who were
to becom~ colonists. The preference in this repartition is
to be accorded to the members of the army who served ten
years as such, before those who retired from service at the
limit of age. At first glance it seems strange that veterans
who had served all their life in the army are ina position of
inferiority in comparison with their younger fellows of ten
years of service. The preoccupation of colonizing the country does not explain this advantage of an early retirement.
The fact is that military service is considered by soldiers as
a more sure and comfortable situation, which is to be".abandoned as late as possib!e-a situation securing to ,men a
means of ljvelihood with lesser risks than those faced by an
individual settler. And this in spite of the moderate remuneration they receive. A spirit of passivity contrary to
that of their ancestors reigns in the army. The courage is
perhaps the same, but the spirit of enterprise is gone;
Their "bienes castrenses" degenerate consequently into
small am~unts,36 each like the other, and all like the small
income of a settler, Consequently a half of "the fund of
35. As to the history of conquest and colonization· of the oversea provinces.
this -growth and decay of perso·nal initiative is striking when one reads correspondence between Spain and these provinces. and the documents concerning the question. Cf. c. g., 40 vo~umes of the Colecci6n de documento8 ineditos relativo8 al de·8cubrimiento. conquista y colonizaci6n de las poscsioncs cspafiolas en A menca y~
Oceania, pp. J" F. Pacheco, F, de Cardenas y L. Torres de Mendoza. (Madrid,

1864-84.)
36. As to these bienes castren8e8 and the
"The Dictamen of Pedro Galindo Navarro:' in
"1933, p. 196.

calculation thereof, see V" Basanoff:
New Mexico Historical Review, July
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one hundr,ed pesos, which they retain in their savings, their
alcances 37' and a few goods they, possess" and which a.re
acquired during marriage, "go to their widows por razon de
gananciales" with the exception of the part to which children or heirs
their husbands may justify their claims,
and which are to be reserved to them as a capital which is
theirs. That is to say, the provision on the "bienes castrenses" is not applied, and the property of these military
men is distributed according to the common rule of civil

of

~~

"

Let us recapitulate the phases of the history of bienes
castrenses in Spanish law, before dealing with the reception
of the Spanish community property in the Western states,
in connection with our subject.
The Christian Spanish state was, as a matter of fact,
reduced in the eleventh century to a small territory of' the
kingdom of Leon, from which began a series of wars of reconquest. These wars as well as continuous efforts di~ected
to the defence and maintaining of newly regained territories
and their frontiers were conducted by the king with his
barons and vassals. A remuneration the noblemen received
from their lords, either king or "ricoshombres," is mentioned already in connection with the name of don Sancho
.count of Castilla. But this kind of acquisition is not yet
considered as a: particular one juridically. The following
factors are responsible for it. -The property relationship between husband and wife was differently organized in different fueros and the visigothic regime of Fuero Juzgo was
still widely in practice; the social .and economic conditions
of the nobility were not so' formed that a need thereof
would be felt; the idea of a peculiar type and nature of this
kind of acquisitions did not enter contemporaneous thought.
This idea came with the Renaissance of Roman "law
under the form of peculium castrenSe which impressed the
Spanish legislator of the middle of the thirteenth century.
The political, social and economic conditions, changed too
37.

See V. Basanoff, op. cit., i95 seq.
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about this time. As to the political factor, the army conserving its feudal character came under a narrower control of the king, who showed himself more interested in its
organization. There appear military functionaries. On the
other hand, there appear entailed estates, and this regime,
disinheriting segundos, furnishes thus natural candidates
to paid military posts. So the soldada of the king as :well as
that ·of ricoshombres, assuming various forms, becomes an
important factor in the economic life of the nobility,. connected with the regime of noble property and order of sue,..
cession. According to these characteristics bienes castrenses are treated with the inheritance and gifts; and with
these two kinds of acquisitions do riot fall into the mass of
common property. Our rule is eminently· an institution
concerning nobility as a social class whose occupation is the
military activity.
:With the Catholic kings and the end of the wars of
reconquest, the nobility loses its exclusive political situation, and because of military reforms and wars of conquest,
the military business becomes open to everybody. Now this
kind of acquisition is treated not with. a family factor of
inheritance, but with the analogous acquisitions of royal
offices and gifts, as acquisitions made outside of the normal
activity of the rest of the nation. The institution, instead
of being that of a class, becomes national. With the growth
of the economic value of personal property, this kind of
acquisition becomes an important factor of an extraordinary and strictly personal enrichment, so that the rule of
"bienes castrenses", in its social function, assumes the role
of a regulator of proportionate equilibrium in the repartition of property within families.
This function of the rule is eminently social. Its application works automatically when there is an intensive vertical social mobility. And it maintains then the economy of
the property relationship of husband and· wife. As to the
families which mQve up to the economically higher social
strata, the rule avoids eventual disturbances, maintaining
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the repartition of property as if the family had occupied
always the social situation· recently achieved. In the
periods of intensive social mobility, with a high index of
individual enrichments within society, many an evil conse·quence is thus avoided, especially if we take into consideration a growing instability of marriages during these periods, in comparison with those of lesser mobility.
So the text of Ley 5 of the Nueva'RecopilaCi6n Lib: V,
tit. 9 may be considered as it masterpiece of legislation, of
which'the juridical world Cif Sp~in has a right to be proud.

*

*

*

At the time of the adoption of thecommullity property
rule in the States formed 'from territory acquired by the
United States from Mexico in 1848, the text of law 5 here
cited did n~t attract the attention either of the American
legislator or of the judge. There were neither soldiers with
"military prope'rty" 38 nor ~dngs. On the otheI; hand,nineteenth century legal treatises of repute in Mexico, like Febrero br Sala'Mejicano, consulted by American lawyers, do
not deal at length with our text, because of the decay of its
application, due 'to the absence of corresponding social and
economic conditions, as we observed' in the case of the
Galindo Navarro dictamen.
Thus the doctrine 'of the rti~e of "bienes castrenses"
remained outside of the juridical construction of community
property, and was not applied in'spite of the intensive social
mobility and other social and economic factors,with which
the rule was connected.· This would natura'ly occasion a
marked cha:rlge in the evolution and social fUl1ctidn of the
rule, in the states where said social factors are felt more
38. It is curious that in a recent edition of Spanish legal texts concerning com...
munity property, published by Lloyd Robbins and Bernardine Murphy under the
somewhat misleading title "Laws of Toro" (I wonde'r if the editors realiied what
"Toro was) bienes quasi castrenses are translated as "semi-military property," a
baseless translation which shows insufficient' knowledge of what ·'tlie text means. Cf.
our p, 4 above. It is interesting, however, that people investigating the Spanish
institution lay stress upon the notion "military" where nothing might be construed this way.· No wonder that the social function of the text escaped the attention of lawyers at the very time of the community property reception, in California.
H

I
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acutely, a~ e. g., in California; and this may be considered
one of the'leading causes of its' eventual decline.
Let us make some observations on the cases which present striking analogies, as to their social nature, with those
for which the provision was created. 39 If there were neither
kings nor soldiers acquiring "bienes castrenses" by war,
there was the American nation, and there were pacific conquerors who began to colonize, the Far West, especially the
Pacific coast, long before it became territory of'the United
States. T~ey paved 'the. way for this political acquisition.
They were agents of American ~xpansion exactly as Span...
ish soldiers and conquistadors were, in th,esixteent~ cen,.
tury. The "Bostonians" came to California first to engage
in commerce,'later to find gold. The social nature of their
situation as well as the conditions of their activities, and the
result of the latter were strikingly analogous to those of
Spanish conquerors. In both cases, men worked for expansion and had the aim of an enrichment. The only difference
between the car..:;-s of Spanish soldiers and conquistadores
and those of American adventurers and gold seekers was
that the first were military and the second pioneer or min..
ing ca-mps. Even th·at differente, in early til11es, was .more
formal than materiaI.40
.
When, in 1849, the constitutional assembly of Monterey, after ahot discussion,41 introduced into the constitution
a provision defining separate property of the wife, as section 14 of Art. XI, thus inaugurating the regime of commu:
nity property in California, and when the act of April 17,
i850, defined more circumstantially the property relations
between husband and wife, there were in California many
people in the conditions described above.
Let us recall from this point of view a case of 1855:
Rachel Beard vs. William J. Knox, 5 Cal. 252.
39. It is needless to say, I shall restrict myself to the indication here of the
main features of these cases, a.nd only so far as they are connected with our topic.
I shall deal at length with the questions of community property in my book on the
history and sociology of the instit;"tion, which is now being written.
40. Should it be said that bienes castrenses signifies just camp goods?
41. See Debates: Pp. 267 seq.
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Rachel Beard, plaintiff, married William Beard in
1840,in the State of Illinois, without any special marriage·
settlement. They lived together until i849, when Beard
emigrated to th~ State of California, where he. established·
his domicile. and resided until his death. William Beard
qied in December, 1853, in the city of Nevada, leaving an
estate estimated at about 12,000 dollars, and consisting of .
real property, mines and mining interests, in the county of
.Nevada, California. All this property was acquired after
April .17; 1850, the· date of the act defining property relations between husband and wife. Beard left a will by which
he devised to his wife five hundred dollars, and the whole
of this estate, save some trifling legacies, to Harriet A ..
Beard, his minor daughter by Rachel Beard.
Rachel Beard contested the validity of these testamentary dispositions, as depriving her of her half of the prop,:erty, a claim to which she grounded on the provision of the
act defining community property as the property acquired
by either husband or wife during marriage, except that
acquired by gift, devise or descent.
"The court pronounced judgment in favor of the plaintiff, awarding to Rachel Beard a half of the estate, including in this half the five hundred-dollar legacy.
The defendant appealed the case. Among the argu,:ments of this appeal, one is particularly interesting: "The
law of April 17, 1850, should not be applied to the plaintiff,
because she never resided in the country."·
This is the opinion. of the court as to the argument
cited:
"The appellant relies on the words of the statute
(April 17, 1850) 'shall reside and acquire property' and
seems to think that this provision was intended to give
greater privileges to those wives actually living or residing
i.n the State than was conferred on. those not· actually resident. In Kashaw v. Kashaw, 3 Cal. 312, we held the domicil
of the husband was the domicil of the wife in contemplation
of law, and that it was not necessary that she should be an
actual resident of th.e State. The reasoning of that case will
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apply with equal force to the present, and it can hardly be
supposed that the'legislature intended to deprive the wife
of all right to the husband's estate as a penalty for not residing in the State, which would be the necessary result if the
a'ppella;nt's construction was correct,"42
Subsequently the Supreme Court of California confirmed the judgment of first instance, and corrected it with
irreproachable juridical logic as to the legacy of 500 dollars. Conforming to the court's decision Rachel Beard was
entitled to receive half of the Beard estate, as a result of
reparition of community property, and besides, the validity
of the flve-hlmdred-d()ilar legacy being unquestio~ed, this
amount as weil.
So the ruie of bienes castrenses was not applied in the
case. If it had been applied, the estate would have been con~
sidered as a separate~state of the deceased, and his testament· valid.
.
The case is interesting because all the estate acquired
by Beard was acquired outside of the economic behaviour of
husband and wife. This property could be construed as
community property only on the ground of the letter of the
law. Nothing therein was of the nature of community
property, which arises in history as a. natural result of
spouses living together in common; and from a situation of
the wife who is considered as partner of the husband, soc'ia
laborum periculorumve. rhe court did not take into account
the first element of the provision of bienes castrenses, that
a property acquired. independently of the marital communion, and of the economic behaviour of husband and wife
does not become community.
.
Consequently the right Of the wife is' construed in the
above passage independently of this behaviour, and as a
right to the husband's estate, resulting not from the marital
community but from the legal fact of being his wife.
" 42.

Loc. cit., 255. This text is highly interesting' "s to the elementB, of. whieh
it is composed,' from the historical as well as from the sociologic~l point of view.
This is not the place to anaiyze it at length. I will confine myself to observations
closely connected with the topic of this article.
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This construction changed the development of our institution, and in an inverse hypothesis 43 the income of the
separate estate of the.wife was considered as her separate
estate as well (Ransom vs, Ransom 15 Cal. 322). So that
the Constitutional Assembly of Sacramento, in order to reestablish the equilibrium of property relations between. husband and wife, adopted the same regime as to the separate
property of the husband (Sec. 8 of Art. XX), and the community funds were deprived of what were their most
natural resources in Spanish law.
On the other hand, the s'ocial function. of our Ley 5th,
as a regulator of the proportionate repartition of elerrients
of the property under the regime received from Spanish law
was lacking, as well; and we observe, now enormous separate estates without common property, now enormous community property (of so~e twenty-five miilion dollars; a~ in
Spreckels v. Spreckels 116 Cal. 339) with trifling separate
funds or without them.
I shall not dwell here on the analysis of the juridical,
eConomical and social consequences of this state of things.
The above mentioned examples are sufficient, on the other
hand, to show the influence of the non-ado'ption of the r~le
of Ley 5th in California. This is not to be understood as
criticism of California courts and legislators. These fact~
are mentioned as evidence. We realize now the role our
rule plays in study of the property relations between hus~
barid arid wife in the Western States, a problem of far
reaching importance for legal history and sociology.
Paris, France,
August 28,1933.
43. Husband and wife were living together. and the queBti~n was of the sep"
arate estate of the wife, the fruits of which, notwithstanding all. the elements of
community present. were excluded from it; o~ the ground tha't the provision on·
separate property of the .wife was a pa'rt of the Constitution and the act of Ap~i1
17, 1850, should be conetrued as not constitutional, as to the wife's separate estate.

",

